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This report covers the period of performance from 1 September, 1990 through 30
November, 1990. Some of the work originally planned for this quarter was not completed due
to illness, the unavailability of test data from the NASA Langley Research Center, and other
project demands not previously anticipated. The schedule presented in the last quarterly report
[1] is shown again in Table 1 for reference. It has not been updated pending the anticipated
rescheduling of another EMA project in which EMA is a subcontractor.
The probable impact of these factors on the present schedule is that a no cost extension
of the contract will have to be requested. Sufficient information to base this request should be
forthcoming within the next month so that the request can be finalized in January. At that time
a revised schedule will be proposed. As it presently stands, the Interim Report on Uncertainty
Modeling for Conventional Space Structures has not been completed and the Interim Reports on
Methodology and Uncertainty Modeling for Large Space Structures will not be finished by the
end of December. The delays are due in part to the loss of typing support for two months
during October and November because of illness.
Work during this reporting period focused primarily on two task areas; Task lc,
Uncertainty Propagation using the Fuzzy Set Method and Task 4c, On-orbit Response Prediction
using laboratory test data to refine an analytical model. Extensive printer graphics have been
added to the SSID code to help facilitate model verification. An application of this code to the
LaRC Ten Bay Truss previously reported in [1] is included in the appendix of this report to






In September, Tim Hasselman and Jon Chrostowski visited the NASA Langley Research
Center to observe system identification tests being performed on the CSI Evolutionary Structure.
A detailed briefing was presented to approximately 15 LaRC personnel, covering the objectives
of the present contract and progress to date. Plans to use analytical data and test data from the
CSI Evolutionary Stmc_re were also presented and procedures for acquiring the data were
discussed with Keith Belvin, the LaRC Project Manager. NASTRAN bulk data input for the
finite element model of the structure was obtained along with computer plots of nodal geometry
showing the locations of actuators and sensors. See Figure 1. Photographs of the test setup
were obtained and additional photographs were taken.
LaRC is currently processing these data and tuning their finite element model. Test data
including frequency response functions and experimentally derived eigenvalues and eigenvectors
are now available. John Garba, the Contract Technical Monitor at JPL has been consulted about
transmitting the data from I.aRC to JPL. He and Keith Belvin have been in communication with
each other regarding this matter and are in agreement that the data can be transmitted via
LaRC's TCP/IP computer data link. EMA will prepare a detailed list of the data requested and
submit it in writing to LaRC. Following transmittal of the data, EMA will edit it and either
download it to EMA computers via telephone link or write it on tape or disk at JPL.
In addition to the CSI Evolutionary Structure data, more ERA data for the Ten Bay Truss
were obtained while visiting LaRC. These data constitute multiple realization of complex






3.1 Freouency Response of the Ten Bay Truss
The problem of evaluating the uncertainty of frequency response characteristics based on
uncertainties associated with the modal parameters of a structural model was introduced in [2].
There it was shown that the first order statistical method provided an excellent approximation
(compared to Monte Carlo simulation) at off-resonant frequencies, but as expected, diverged
near resonance. Fuzzy set methods, on the other hand, were shown to be useful at or near
resonance for purposes of bounding uncertainties. Numerical demonstrations based on simple
models were used to illustrate the principle of evaluating possibility intervals in the case of fuzzy
sets, as opposed to probability distributions derived from conventional methods of probability
and statistics. Two aspects of the fuzzy set approach were to be investigated relative to its
application to large structural dynamics problems:
lo
o
Minimizing the number of parameters involved in computing possibility
intervals, and
The treatment of extrema which may occur in the parameter space
enclosed by all possible combination of the important parameters of the
model.
These topics have been explored using the LaRC Ten Bay Truss as a working example.
Several frequency response functions (FRF) were first computed for the Ten Bay Truss
using SSID. These FRF represent displacement response at the free end of the cantilever truss
structure, due to force also applied at the free end. Figure 2 illustrates the nodal geometry of




















Mode 7 Mode 8 Mode 9
Figure 3. Analytical modes of the NASA LaRC Ten Bay Truss.
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Modal frequenciesare listed in Table 2. Figures 4 through 7 show the amplitude and
phase of several complex FRF over the range of 10 to 100 Hz which includes the first five
modes.
Table 2. Analytical Frequencies of the Ten Bay Truss,
LaRC NASTRAN Model
1 17.889 1st Y-Bending
2 17.892 1st Z-Bending
3 63.047 1st Torsion
4 93.569 2nd ZY-Bending
5 94.011 2nd YZ-Bending
6 170.668 1st Axial
7 192.093 2nd Torsion
8 219.786 3rd Z-Bending
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Figure 4a. FRF Amplitude, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
Y-Displacement/Y-Force at Node 2.
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Figure 4b. FRF Phase, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
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Figure 5a. FRF Amplitude, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
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• ** Z-DISPL,NOOE 2 DUE TO Y'FORCE a NOOE2 ***
Figure 5b. FRF Phase, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
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Figure 6a. FRF Amplitude, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
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Figure 6b. FRF Phase, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
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**t Z'DISPL,N_E 2 DUE TO Y&Z'F_CE a N_E 2 ***
Figure 7a. FRF Amplitude, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,










































































































*** Z-DISPL,NOOE 2 DUE TO Y&Z-FORCE @NODE 2 ***
-1.8000E+02 * PNASE(DEG) * ÷1.8000E+02
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• ** Z'OISPL,NODE 2 DUE TO Y&Z-FORCE g NODE 2 ***
Figure 'To. FRF Phase, LaRC Ten Bay Truss,
Z-Displacement/Y and Z-Force at Node 2.
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3.2 Fuzzy Classification of Modal Parameters
The methodology currently being developed for evaluating the predictive accuracy of
structural dynamic models uses a generic uncertainty model for a class of structures in
conjunction with a specific (deterministic) model of a particular structure. The structure-specific
model is used to scale a normalized covariance matrix of modal mass and stiffness parameters
(the generic uncertainty inodel) as a means of quantifying the accuracy of predicted modal
characteristics and forced response.
The modal parameters upon which the uncertainty model is based consist of all of the
dements of the modal mass and stiffness matrices. For a model representing m modes, the
modal mass and stiffness matrices are of dimension m x m. Since they are symmetric, there are
N = m 2 + m of these modal parameters for a given model. A four mode model would
therefore contain 20 modal mass and stiffness parameters.
When applying the vertex method to the evaluation of possibility intervals, computations
must be made for 2 N possible combinations of parameters for each FRF at each frequency of
interest. For N = 20, the number of possible combinations is 220 = 1,048,576. Since
possibility intervals are only to be evaluated at frequencies near resonance, however, one would
expect only a few of the 20 parameters to be significant. Intuitively, these will be the modal
mass and stiffness parameters associated with the mode or modes near that resonance. A general
means of distinguishing between the significant and insignificant parameters is sought. Methods
of "fuzzy classification" have been under investigation for this purpose [1,4].
Reference [1] presented an example of fuzzy classification for a simple 2-DOF system
where all six nodal parameters of the two-mode system were considered. The same method has
been applied to the first 4 modes of the Ten Bay Truss, the results of which are given below.
This investigation considered different frequency response functions over a range of
frequencies spanning the first resonance. Different sets of features were also considered. The
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one feature common to all sets is the empirical coefficient of variation of each parameter derived
from the statistical analysis of five structures in the Large Space Structures Category [4]. Other
features varied over four different sets as follows.
Feature Set 1
• Coefficient of Variation
• Normalized FP.F Amplitude Sensitivity
Feature Set 2
• Coefficient of Variation
• Normalized FRF Real Part Sensitivity
• Normalized FRF Imaginary Part Sensitivity
Feature Set
• Coefficient of Variation
• Normalized FRF Amplitude Sensitivity, Y Displacement at Node 2
• Normalized FRF Amplitude Sensitivity, Z-Displacement at Node 2
Feature Set 4
• Coefficient of Variation
• Normalized FRF Real Part Sensitivity, Y Displacement at Node 2
• Normalized FRF Imaginary Part Sensitivity, Y-Displacement at Node 2
• Normalized FRF Real Part Sensitivity, Z Displacement at Node 2
• Normalized FRF Imaginary Part Sensitivity, Z-Displacement at Node 2
It is easy to plot the features when there are only two as in the case of Feature Set 1.
Sample plots are shown in Figures 8 and 9 for Set 1. In each figure, the features are plotted
in 2-D feature space for two excitation frequencies, 14 and 18 Hz. Figure 8 corresponds to the
Y-Displacement/Y-Force FRF and Figure 9 corresponds to Z-Displacement/Z-Force. Numerical
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Figure 8. Plots of Model Parameters in Feature Space
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Figure 9. Plots of Model Parameters in Feature Space
for Fuzzy Clustering, Z-Displacement/Z-Force.
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Table 3. Features of Modal Parameters, FRF Amplitude,
Y-Displacement/Y-Force at 18 Hz.
Parameter Parameter Coefficient Normalized
No. Symbol of Variation Sensitivity
1 mll .240 9.311
2 m12 .179 3.421
3 m13 .122 .027
4 m14 .090 .018
5 m22 .155 .302
6 m23 .103 .004
7 m24 .031 .003
8 m33 .028 .000
9 m34 .057 .000
10 m44 .180 .000
11 kll .335 9.581
12 k12 .185 3.513
13 k13 .264 .090
14 k14 .097 .090
15 k22 .247 .426
16 k23 .181 .015
17 k24 .132 .015
18 k33 .115 .000
19 k34 .056 .001
20 k44 .210 .000
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Attemptswere made to group the parameters into specified numbers of classes for various
FRF's and different feature sets. Figures 8 and 9 illustrate the groupings for three classes.
When the same data were grouped into two classes, Classes 1 and 2 were combined into Class
1 and Class 3 became Class 2. This turned out to be the case for all of the FRF/feature
combinations studied, i.e. Classes 1 and 2 collapsed into a single class when the data were
forced into two classes instead of three. However, the classes become more fuzzy when this
occurred, i.e. minimum _alues of parameter memberships in the classes tended to decrease.
Figures 10 through 13 summarize this parametric study, showing the minimum
membership of each class plotted as a function of frequency. In all cases, membership is
greatest near resonance (approximately 18 Hz for the first set of bending modes). Membership
is seen to drop off as the excitation frequency gets further away from resonance. Membership
also tends to increase as the number of classes increases. Clearly in the limit as the number of
classes equals the number of data points (parameters) each class will have the maximum
membership of unity.
The most important conclusion to draw from this investigation is that the number of
significant parameters for purposes of evaluating FRF uncertainty tends to diminish to a very
small number in the neighborhood of resonance where the first order statistical method breaks
down. This implies that the fuzzy set approach for bounding uncertainties in these regions
should be computationaUy efficient.
22
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am ANALYSIS AND CONCLUSIONS
4.1 In_erp_retation of Results
This report has focused on the investigation of fuzzy set methods for bounding the
uncertainty of structural response near resonance. The results of using a fuzzy classification
method to identify the _arameters of a model which contribute significantly to response
uncertainty indicate that when modeling uncertainty is expressed in terms of modal parameters,
only a few parameters associated with the modes near a resonance will contribute to response
uncertainty.
This is an important conclusion in that it should make it possible to establish upper
bounds on response uncertainty near resonance where linearized methods of covariance
propagation break down.
4.2 Relationship to Research Ob_iectives
Further work is needed to implement the fuzzy set method. The fuzzy classification
method minimizes the number of parameters which must be included in computations involving
the vertex method for bounding response uncertainty. The second part of the problem, as
discussed in Section 3.1, is to determine whether any extrema exist within the parameter space
defined by all possible combinations of upper and lower bounds on parameter intervals, and if
so, what their values are. This part of the investigation continues.
4.3 Work Planned for the Seventh Ouarter
A revised schedule for the remainder of the contract period will be prepared early in the
seventh quarter when the visibility on other EMA projects improves. It is presently anticipated
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of theLaRC Ten Bay Truss
A-1
NODAL NODEL OF NASA/LANGLEY TEN BAY TRUSS _rfr_
DOUBLE PRECISION Jr_
FREQ AND EIGEI_ECTOR ESTIHAT2ON RUN _t
ANALYST = J.D. CHROSTOWSKI DATE = 9/21/90
TEST FREQUENCY DATA EXTRACTED BY ERA REALIZATION
_;_;__;
SYSTEN ANALYSIS DATA
DATA ANALYZED = EIGEN-PARNIETER ANALYSIS
ESTINATOR USED = BAYESIkN ESTIHATION (NORE DATA THAN PARMS)
DERIVATIVE RETHOD = NODAL EXPANSION USED TO CALC DERIVATIVES
# ROOTS EXTRACTED = _5
# ROOTS USED FOR RESP/SENS CALCS = _5
# OF DATA BATCHES USED = 1
STEP SIZED USED FOR EST = 100.0"_
OF POOR QUALITY
TEST DATA INFORMATION /rk
(DATA BATCH # I)
m_ = =m._.= = _ I=z=m =z - = =====z=== _= =
=== FREQ OATA, TEST SET #1 ===
=s_lu=zzz_u=_m=zm= Izz_=_R
FREQ FZLENARE = lusrlpeopLeljonlssidltbtlftest.dat
FREQ FORMAT = (FIO.O).
FREQ TEST TEST FREQ MODEL
OBS # MODE # COV(_) NODE
1 1 2.00 2
2 2 2.00 1
3 3 2.00 3
4 4 2.00 4
5 5 2.00 5
6 6 2.00 6
7 7 2.00 7
8 8 2.00 8
9 9 2.00 9
EIGENVECTOR DATA, TEST SET # 1 =
VECTOR FILENANE = lusrlpeopleljonlssidltbtltbt.eig
VECTOR FORMAT = (12,6(lX,1PE12.5))
# OF TEST MODES USED = 6
TEST NODE # 1 / MODEL NODE # 2
++_+++++++++.H-+++.H-++4-H"
.........................................................................................
VECT SENSOR SENS COV(X) I NODEL MODEL MODEL I RESPQttSE
OIBS # |D DXRCT I CONP NODE DOF I DESCRIPT|ON
.......................................................................................
1 2 2 20.00 I 1 2 2 I Y-NOTION a NODE 2
2 2 3 20.00 I 1 2 3 I Z-NOTZON g NODE 2
3 " 2 20.00i I ,, 2 I Y-NOTION g NODE 22
4 22 3 20.00 I 1 22 3 I Z-NOTION a NOOE22
TEST NODE # 2 / NODEL NODE # 1
+++4.4.+4.++++++++++++++++++++++4"4"+
VECT SENSOR SENS COV(X) J NODEL NODEL NODEL I RESPONSE
OBS I ZD DZRCT J CONP NODE DOF j DESCRIPTION
........................................................................................
5 2 2 20.00 J 1 2 2 I Y-NOTZON g NODE 2
6 2 3 20.00 I 1 2 3 I Z-NOTION a NODE 2
7 22 2 20.00 I 1 22 2 I Y-NOTZON a NODE 22
8 22 3 20.00 I 1 22 3 I Z-NOTION a NODE 22
TEST RODE # 4 / NOOEL HOOE # 4
÷÷÷÷+÷tH'+÷÷+÷ +++ 4. +÷ +÷÷+ +++ +++ +++
VECT SENSOR SENS COY(Z) I MODEL MODEL I40DEL I RESPONSE
oes # ZD DZRCT I CONP NODE OOF I DESCR|PTION
9 2 2 20.00 I 1 2 2 I Y-MOTION @ NODE 2
10 2 3 20.00 ( 1 2 3 I Z-ROTION @ NODE 2
11 22 2 20.00 J 1 22 2 I Y-NOTION @ NODE 22
12 22 3 20.00 ] 1 22 3 I Z-NOTION @ NODE 22
TEST NODE # 5 / MODEL HODE # 5
÷'H'+÷4_I-44+÷+++,H-+++++++÷ +÷÷++÷+÷
VECT SENSOR SENS COV(X) I RODEL HODEL MODEL J RESPONSE
OBS # ID DZRCT I CONP NODE DOF I DESCRIPTION
13 2 2 20.00 I 1 2 2 J Y-MOTION a NODE 2
14 2 3 20.00 I 1 2 3 I Z-NOTION a NODE 2
15 22 2 20.00 I 1 22 2 I Y-NOTION a NODE 22
16 22 3 20-00 J 1 22 3 I Z-NOTION a NODE 22
TEST NODE // 8 / NODEL NODE # 8
_- -_'- : : : : t I t H'++÷+++÷+++++++4-÷++t-+
VECT SENSOR SENS COV(_) _ PIODEL NODEL t_ODEL I RESPONSE
085 # ZD DIRCT I cone NODE DOF I DESCRIPTION
17 2 2 20.00 I 1
18 2 3 20.o0 I 1
19 22 a 2o.o0 I 1
20 22 3 20.00 f 1
2 2 J Y-NOTION a NODE 2
2 3 J Z-NOTION a NODE 2
22 2 J Y-NOTION a NODE 22
22 3 I Z-NOTXON @ NODE 22
TEST NODE # 9 / MODEL NODE # 9
+'_" _": : : ;_;-_'+'H'÷'PH'++÷÷+÷+÷÷4-I.+
VECT SENSOR 5EN5 COV(X) I NODEL MODEL NOOEL I
OBS # ]D DIRCT J CONP NODE DOF I
RESPONSE
DESCRIPTION
21 2 2 20.00 I I
22 2 3 20.oo I 1
23 22 2 20.O0 I 1
2'; 22 3 20.00 I
2 2 I YoNOTION E NODE 2
2 3 I Z-NOTTON a NODE 2
22 2 J Y-NOTION _ NODE 22
22 3 I Z-NOTION a NODE 22
#nt*SYSTEM EIGENVALUES _rk
RODE ORIG RODEL REVISED RODEL TEST FREQ ORIG
NO. FREQ (Hz) FREQ (Hz) (Hz) DZFF(X)
1 1.78857D+01 ........... 1.80480D+01 O. 90
2 1.78868D+01 ........... _. 8044300+01 O. 85
3 6.28527D+01 ........... 6.80430D+01 7.63
4 9.30754D+01 ........... 9.163400+01 -1.57
5 9.31229D+01 9.26090D+01 -0.55
6 1.68636D+02 1.60765D+02 -4.90
7 1.87045D+02 1.92537D+02 2.85
8 2.13381D+02 .......... 2.001S4D+02 -6.61
9 2.13732D+02 2.00195D+02 -6.76
10 3.01045D+02 *Not Used* ......
11 3.37506D+02 *Not Used* ......
12 3.39022D+02 *Not Used*
13 4.020_D+02 ........... *Not Used*
14 4.51529D+02 *Not Used*
15 4.55580D+02 *Not Used* ......
PREV CYC CURR CYC
DIFF(X) DIFF(Z)
mm_m_n_Bsm_mBsn=m =
.m TEST DATA vs REVISED MODEL RESPONSE-DATA BATCH # 1, AFTER EST CYCLE # 9 :
.... -- =---- -- =
SYSTEH EIGENVALUES
IIOOE ORIG MODEL REVISED I_ODEL TEST FREQ ORIG
NO. FRE_ (Hz) FREQ (Hz) (Hz) DIFF(_)
1 1.788570-t01 1.784800401 1.80480D+01 0.90
2 1.788680+01 1.785210+01 1.80400D+01 0.85
3 6.285270+01 6. 520030+01 6.80_0D+01 7.63
9.307.%0+01 9.065310+01 9.163_D+01 -1.57
5 9.312290+01 9.071200-_01 9.26090D+01 -0.55
6 1.686360+02 1.666780+02 1.60765D+02 -4.90
7 1.870451)+02 1.93"/'590-t02 1.92537D+_. 2.85
8 2.1_J81D+02 2.042510+02 2.001540+02 -6.61























/rfrk EIGENVECTORS IN X-COORDINATES _rk
/r/r* -NORMALIZED TO UNIT MASS- **'k
* (Only Test Data Coordinates Sho_l)lk
/rink TEST NODE NO. I vs ANALYSIS NODE NO. 2 for TEST SETUP NO. 1 *'Jr*
.........................................................................................................
COMP NODE DOF ORIG NODEL REVISED MODEl TEST ORIG PREV CURR COORDINATE DESCRIPTION
NO. NO. VECTOR VECTOR VECTOR DIFF(%) DIFF(Z) DIFF(%)
....................... _ ............................................................................
1 2 Y 2.83280+00 2.18660+00 3.0243D+00 6.33 27.70 27.70 Y-NOTION @ NODE 2
1 2 Z -4.93990+00 -5.32450+00 -5.2955D+00 6.71 -0.55 -0.55 Z-NOTION @ NODE 2
1 22 Y 1.0295D+00 7.7434D-01 9.6492D-01 -6.69 19.75 19.75 Y-NOTION @ NODE 22
1 22 Z -1.71980+00 -1. 77020+00 -1. 70510+00 -0.86 -3.82 -3.82 Z-MOTION @ NODE 22
/r_ TEST NODE NO. 2 v$ ANALYSIS NODE NO. 1 for TEST SETUP NO. 1
COMP NODE DOF ORIG MODEL REVISED MODEL TEST ORIG PREV CURR
NO. NO. VECTOR VECTOR VECTOR DIFF(%) DIFF(%) DIFF(%)
COORDINATE DESCRIPTION
1 2 Y 4.94060+00 5.32600+00 5.53420+00 10.73 3.76 3.76
1 2 Z 2.83200+00 2.1860D+00 1.83230+00 -54.56 -19.30 -19.30
1 22 Y 1.71931)+00 1.77000+00 1.86150+00 7.64 4.92 4.92
1 22 Z 1.02930+00 7.7372D-01 7.0444D-01 -46.12 -9.83 -9.84
Y-MOTION @ NODE 2
Z-NOTION @ NODE 2
Y-NOTION @ NODE 22
Z-NOTION @ NODE 22
/r_ TEST NODE NO. 4 vs ANALYSIS MODE NO. 4 for TEST SETUP NO. 1 **-k
COI(P NODE DOF ORIG NODEL REVISED MODEL TEST ORIG PREV CURR
NO. NO. VECTOR VECTOR VECTOR DIFF(%) DIFF(%) DIFF(%)
COORDINATE DESCRIPTION
1 2 Y 3.12660+00 2.79220+00 2.99200+00 -4.50
1 2 Z 3.54640+00 3.31250+00 3.50730+00 -1.12
1 22 Y -2.79240+00 -2.63080+00 -2.01350+00 -38.69
1 22 Z -3.05360+00 -3.0397D+00 -3.45830+00 11.70
6.68 6.68 Y-NOTION @ NODE 2
5.55 5.55 Z-NOTION @ NODE 2
-30.06 -30.66 Y-HOTION @ NODE 22
12.10 12.10 Z-NOTION @ NODE 22
/ffrk TEST NODE NO. 5 vs ANALYSIS HOOE NO. 5 for TEST SETUP NO. 1 /rSrk
COIIP NODE DOF ORIG MODEL REVISED NODEL TEST




1 2 Y 3.56770+00 3.33040+00 2.76120+00 -29.21 -20.62 -20.62 Y-NOTION @ NODE 2
1 2 Z -3.1116D+00 -2.78081)+00 -2.80700+00 -10.85 0.93 0.93 Z-NOTION @ NODE 2
1 22 Y -3.03280+00 -3.02500+00 -2.89930+00 -4.61 -4.34 -4.34 Y-MOTION @ NODE 22
1 22 Z 2.81091)+00 2.63990+00 2.19110+00 -28.29 -20.48 -20.48 Z-NOTION @ NODE 22
tq_t TEST MODE NO. 8 v_ ANALYSIS HOOE NO. 8 for TEST SETUP NO. 1
NOOE DOF ORIG MODEL REVISED MODEL TEST




1 2 Y -1.2221D+00 -1.51560+00 -5.33830+00 77.11 71.61 71.61 Y-NOTION @ NODE 2
I 2 Z -3.82210+00 -3.8831D+CX] -3.71980+00 -2.75 -4.39 -4.39 Z-NOTION @ NODE 2
1 22 Y 1.37260-01 4.6843D-01 2.114_0+00 93.51 77.85 77.85 Y-NOTION @ NODE 22
1 22 Z 1.8974D-018.8540D-011.7'281D+0089.02 /,8.77 48.76 Z-NOTION & NODE 22
/r/nt TEST IIOOE NO. 9 v$ ANALYSIS NODE NO. 9 for TEST SETUP NO. 1 /r/rk
COIIP NODE DOF ORIG flOOEL REVISED MODEL TEST ORIG PREV CURR COORDZNATE DESCRIPTION
NO. NO. VECTOR VECTOR VECTOR DIFF(_) DIFF(X) DIFF(X)
....................................................................................................
1 2 Y 3.93910+00 3.9868D+00 5.1438D+00 23.42 ?.2.49 22.49 Y-NOTION _ NODE 2
1 2 Z -1.1948D+00 -1.4835D+00 -2.3518D+00 49.20 36.93 36.92 Z-NOTZON a NODE 2
I 22 Y -1.8277D--01 -8.4989D-01 -9.7691D-0'1 81.29 13.00 13.00 Y-HOTION _ NODE 2?.
































TEST FREQ # 1 vs. ANAL FREQ # 2
lnlnk X Oiff Between Anal & Test
(Teat Freq = 1.80400E+01 Hz)
-5. O000E+O0 O. O000E+O0 5. O000E+O0
I 1 I I I I I I I
PCT DIFF .................................................................................
*d"k'k_**'Pk
.o.. .................. . ...................................................... ,...
I I I I I I I I I































*_nt TEST FREQ # 2 vs. ANAL FREQ # 1
% Oiff Between Anal & Test
/n_ (Teat Freq = 1.80480E+01Hz) /ntt
-5. O000E+O0 O. OOOOE+O0 5. O000E+O0





I I I 1 I I I I I





















































TEST FREQ # 3 vs. ANAL FREQ # 3
X Diff Betueen Anal & Test
t_nt (Test Freq = 6.80_0E+01 Hz) /tint
-1. O000E+01 O. O0(X)E+O0 1. O000E+01
I ! I I I I I I I
PCT DXFF .................................................................................
I I I I I I I I I
















/nt, TEST FREQ # 4 vs. ANAL FREQ # 4 tter
/nt_t % Diff Between Anal & Test
/rAnt (Test Freq = 9.16340E+01Hz) /dnt
O. O000E+O0 5. O000E+O0
I I t I I I I I
_t_nttt-t'lt't'_ .


































• ,k, TEST FREQ # 5 vs. ANAL FREQ # 5 _nt*
X Oiff Between Anal & Test _nt,
(Test Freq : 9.26090E+01 Hz) '_*
-5. O000E+O0 O. O000E+O0 5. O000E+O0





I I I I I I I I I




































/r/rk TEST FREQ # 6 vs. ANAL FREQ # 6
ttk % Oiff Betueen AnaL & Test /r/nt
(Test Freq = 1.60765E+02 Hz) /r/rk
O. O000E+O0 5. O000E+O0
I I I I I I I I
......... °......, ................................................................

































_r/r* TEST FREQ # 7 vs. ANAL FREQ # 7 /nt,
/r_ % Diff Between Anal & Test tt,
(Test Freq = 1.92537E+02 Hz) /r_
-S. O000E+O0 O. O000E+O0 5. OOCX3E+O0




I I I J I I I [ I
































TEST FREQ # 8 vs. ANAL FREQ # 8 /r/nt
/r_ X Oiff Between Anal & Test /r_
/r/nk (Test Freq = 2.00154E+02 Hz)
-1. O000E+01 O. O000E+O0 1. O000E+01









I I I I I I I I I




































/k/r* TEST FREQ # 9 vs. ANAL FREQ # 9 _*
/rift X Piff Between Anal & Test /nt,
/n_ (Test Fneq = 2.00195E+02 Hz) /r**
O. OOOOE+O0 1. (X)OOE+01
I I I I I I I t
...... ..o.. ..... ° ................................ o ...............................
I I I I I I I I I












+++ TEST VECT # 1 vs. ANAL VECT # 2 +++
+_ % Diff Between Anal & Test +++
++++++++4"4"++++++4-(-++-1-++++4-t-++++++++++++++
IAVG % Differ_cel MAX _ Difference
0.0 5.(X)OOOE+0110.O 5.0(XX3OE+01
I I I I 1 I I I I
AVG DXFF(Z) ................................................................................. CYCLE#
2.95723E+00 _* I ***_ ---
5.39692E+00 *_nt , I__* 2
5.28971E+00 *tr*_ I*****_t_** 3
5._X67E+O0 *_nt* I__ 4
5.29739E+00 _ I_;_Px* 5
5.29946E+00 **** i************* 6
5.29868E+00 **_ J__ 7
5.29885E+00 _ I__ 9
........ . .............. °°° .......................................................
























÷.H. TEST VECT # 2 vs. ANAL VECT # 1 +++
+++ _ Diff Between Anal & Test +++
_:::::::::::::::::: _++++++++++++++++++++
IAVG _ Difference I HAX _ Oifference
0.O 5.00000E+0110.0 5.OOOOOE+01
I I I I I I I I I

























I I I I I I I I I
































+++ TEST VECT # 4 vs. ANAL VECT # 4 +++
+++ % Oiff Between Anal & Test +++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
IAVGx Difference I MAX % Difference
0.0 5.00000E+0110.O 5.0(XXX)E+01
I J I I I I I I I




















I I I I I I I I I
































+++ TEST VECT # 5 VS. ANAL VECT # 5 +++
++4" % Oiff Between Anal & Test +++
+++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
IAVGx Difference I HAX % Difference
0.0 500000E+01100 5.00000E+01
I I I I I I I I I















I I I I t I I I I























+++ TEST VECT # 8 vs. ANAL VECT # 8 +++
+++ % Diff Between Anal & Test +++
÷÷÷÷÷÷÷÷+÷÷+÷+÷4-t.++++++++÷++÷++÷+÷+÷+++++
IAVGx Difference I HU % Difference
0.0 1.0(XXX_E+O2JO.O 1.00000E+02










........ • ............... • ........................................................
I I J I J I J I I




































+÷+ TEST VECT # 9 vs. ANAL VECT # 9 +++
+++ % Diff Between AnaL & Test +++
IAVG _ D_ffenence I NAX l Difference
0.0 5.00000E+OlJO.O 5.(X)CX_E+01
I I J I J I J I I
AVG DIFF(X) ................................................................................. CYCLE#


















• ....................... o,ooo,°°., ..............................................




























I I I I I I I I I








I I I I I I I I I
O.O000E+O0 5.0000E+01 1.0000E+02
Irk REVISED PARAtIETER INFORHATION
/r/nt TEN BAY TRUSS _r/nt
PARAMETER NAME ORIG EST REV EST ORIG STD DEV REV STD DEV
BAY 1jo DIAG STIFF 1.00000D+00 1.11385D+00 2.00000D-01 1.9_691D-01
BAY 112 NON-DIAG STF 1.0(XXX)D+O0. 9.1L:_)68D-01 2.(XXXX)D-01 1.81126D-01
BAY _ DIAG STIFF 1.(XX)(X)D+OO 1.093_D+00 2.00000D-01 1.71692D-01
BAY _ NON-DIAG STF 1.000001)+00 1.16886D+00 2.000000-01 1.12349D-01
BAY _ DIAG STIFF 1.00COOD+O0 1.11412D+00 2.0(XXX)O-01 1.713050-01
BAY _ NON-DZAG STF 1.000000+00 1.029330+00 2.00000D-01 1.261100-01
BAY 7_B DXAG STIFF 1.000COD+O0 1.26928D+00 2.0(300(30-01 1.72925D-01
BAY _ NON-DIAG STF 1.000001)+00 5.750960-0"1 2.00000D-01 1.05353D-.01
BAY 9_10 DIAG STIFF 1.00000D+O0 5.00591D-01 2.0(X3OOD-O'I 6.31724D-02
BAY 9_10 NON-DXAG SF 1.IX)OOOD+O0 1.22<)320+00 2.00000D-01 4.980450-02
BAY 1&2 X-ROT INERT O.OO(X_D+O0 -2._5721D-02 1.t_(]OOD-02 1.1727_D-02
BAY _ X-ROT INERT O.(X)(XX_D+O0 -2.5046?0-02 1./_000D-02 1.25_3D-02
BAY _ X-ROT INERT O.(XX]OOD+(X) -1.83685D-02 1./K)OOOD-02 1.32502D-02
BAY 71r,8 X-ROT INERT O.O00COD+CO -6.21965D-03 1.40000D-02 1.270580-02
BAY _10 X-ROT INERT O.O(XXX)D+O0 4.461800-05 1./_000D-02 1._71_D-02
/r/rk PARAMETER CORRELATION SUHflARY /r/rk
/nk-k (CORRELATION THRESHOLD = 0.90) /rk
COMPONENT / PARAMETER I CORRELATED COMPONENT CORRELATED PARAHETERS & (CORRELATION COEFFICIENT)
PARAMETERS ARE ALL UNCORRELATED /r/r/r/rk
/r/r_rk _.R.T. CORRELATION THRESHOLD /r/rk/nt
/.t STATISTICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF PARAHETER ESTIMATES **
/r/nt TEN BAY TRUSS *_t,
/_PARAMETER*
BAY 110 |%/_ STIFF
BAY 110 NON-DIAG STF
BAY _ DIAG STIFF
BAY _IA NON-DIAG STF
BAY _6 DZAG STIFF
BAy _ NON-DIAG STF
BAY _i8 DL46 STIFF
BAY _ NON-DIA6 STF
BAY 9_10 DIA6 STIFF
BAY 9_10 NON-DZAG SF
BAY 110 X-ROT INERT
BAY _iA X-ROT INERT
BAY _ X-ROT INERT
BAY _ X-ROT INERT
BAY 9_10 X-ROT INERT
__ ............. ==================================================
X.................. O- ................. X
X ................ "-0" ................ X
X................ O- ............... X
X 0 .......... X
X............... -(3 ................ X
X G ,X
............... O ................ X
X O- ......... X
X .... --0- .... X
X----O----X
X............... -0- ............ X
X............... .-0 X
X ................ -'0" ................ X
X- ............... -0- ............... X
X, -0- ................. X























































tit BAY 1_ DIAG STIFF _ntr
(Z CHANGEFROMORIG PARARETERVALUE)
-5. O000E+O'I O. O000E+O0 5. O000E+01




q. , .,. /r/ktk-_rk-k_/tttlk
I I I I I I I I I
•k/r* BAy 18,2 NON-DXAGSTF /rAnt
(X CHANGEFROII ORIG PARARETERVALUE)
-1 . O000E+01 O. O000E+O0 1. O000E+01





















I I I I I I I I I






















BAY _ DIAG STIFF ¢r_
(_ CHANGE FROM ORIG PARN_ETER VALUE)
-5. O000E+01 O. (XXX)E+O0 5. O000E+01

















I I I I ] I I I I






















BAY _ NON-DIAG STF _r
(X CHANGE FROM ORIG PARAMETER VALUE)
-5. OOOOE+O1 O. OO(X)E+OO 5. OOOOE+O1















I I I I I I I I I






















BAY 58,6 DIAG STIFF ***
(X CHANGE FROH ORIG PARAMETER VALUE)
-5. O000E+01 O. O000E+O0 5. O000E+01


















........ °,° ....... ° ..............................................................
I I I I I I I I I






















BAY S&6 NON-DIAG STF ,/nk
(X CHANGE FROM ORIG PARAMETER VALUE)
-5.O000E+O0 O.O000E+O0 5.O(XX)E+O0













.oo ................... o,. .......................... ., .......... o,. ............. ..
I I I I I I I I I






















_* BAY 7_,8 DIAG STIFF
(_ CHANGE FROM ORIG PARAHETER VALUE)
-5._4_1 O.O000E+O0 5._E_I

































*_rk BAY 7_3 NON-DIAG STF 1hr.*
(X CHANGE FROM ORIG PARAMETER VALUE)
-5.000OE+O1 O.O00OE+OO 5.0OOOE+O1













.............. •........... o,, ....................................................
l I l I I l I l I
























































tt* BAY 9110 DIAG STIFF /r/nt
(X CHANGE FROM ORIG PARN_ETER VALUE)
0.0(XX3E+00 1.0000E+02
I I I I I I I I
............ .,..,........,...,... .................... ° ................ °°.,°°.,...















BAY 9&10 NON-DIAG SF _r_
(_ CHANGE FROfl ORZG PARAMETER VALUE)
O.O000E+O0 5. O000E+01
I I I I I I I I
°.°.°.,°°o°°°°°o°°°°°o°°,,°.o,..°°°° .......... °°°° ........... °o,°° ...............
°°°°, ................................... o, ..... , ............................. °.,,























BAY 1_ X-ROT INERT
( CHANGE FROH ORIG PARAMETER VALUE )
-5.CXXX3E-02 O.O000E+O0 5.0000E--02














I I I I I I I I I






















/r/nt BAy 3&4 X-ROT INERT /r/he
( CHANGE FROM ORIG PARAMETER VALUE )
-5. O000E--_ O. O000E+O0 5. O000E--_












.... .............. ,° .... o..°°°,.o...o., ....... . ..................................
I I I I I I I I I



































*** BAY 516 X-ROT INERT k_r/r
( CHANGEFROflORIG PARANETERVALUE )
O.OOCX3E+O0 5. O000E--02
I I I I I I I I
........ .°., .....................................................................
.., ..... .°, ....... o ..............................................................


































tH BAY 7i8 X-ROT INERT
( CHANGEFROlqORIG PARAHETERVALUE )
O.O000E+O0 1. O000E--02
I I I I I I I I
., ..... °.. ...... °°......,°..,...°,.°..°, ......... ,.o .... .,°.. .............. • .....
............ , ........ , ...... . ......... , .......... . ...............................



































BAY 9&10 X-ROT INERT
( CHANGEFROMORIG PARMIETERVALUE )
O.(XX)OE+(30 5.0000E--04
I I I I I I I I I
°°.,°°.°o°*°°**°°°o.oooo°°.°°.°,°°°.o.° ...... °°°o°.° .............. oo .... °°,o°°o,°
*tht_
o-°*-***o.-o*o*,.°o......, ,°.,o..°o .... ,o..o°.oo.°°,o.,o....**,.o...°o.**......,.
I I I I I I I I i
O. O000E+O0 5. O000E-.04
